WIPES – CLEANERS

**AIRCRAFT GRADE MICROFIBER WASH MITT**
The Aircraft Wash Mitt is made from two of the softest materials available - Chenille and Microfiber. It's an absorbent, super soft, and non-scratching mitt that delivers an amazing wash like no other! The expanded surface area of the Chenille fibers allows the mitt to stay cleaner longer than any other wash mitt. Clean without worry because this product delivers a premium wash without abrasion. It is safe on all acrylic aircraft or marine windscreens and polycarbonate windows. Also great for custom or collector automobile paint finishes. The mitt can be laundered and re-used for many years!

P/N 09-04877.......................... $9.75

**METAL ARMOR MATERIAL APPLICATION PAD (WHITE)**
This pad was designed to act as a removal device of (spent) material after it has been used. The pad is very absorbent and collects the residue before using the polishing cloth. The pad can be washed and re-used many times. It is static free and produces no scratches.

P/N 09-02574......................... $4.60

**METAL ARMOR DETAILING PAD (BLACK)**
Durable foam applicator encased in a soft plush microfiber to gently and evenly apply waxes, polishes, protectants and dressings to any surface. 2-Pack: 4.50” Diameter.

P/N 09-04518......................... $2.50

**MICROFIBER APPLICATOR PAD**
Durable foam applicator pad, encased in a soft Terry knit, gently and evenly applies wax, polish and protectant safely to any surface. 12-Pack: 4.50” Diameter Each.

P/N 09-04519.......................... $15.50

**TERRY APPLICATOR PAD**
Durable foam applicator pad, encased in a soft Terry knit, gently and evenly applies wax, polish and protectant safely to any surface. 12-Pack: 4.50” Diameter Each.

P/N 09-04519.......................... $15.50

**PUREWIPE® TACK CLOTH**
G-99-R-17-Tack cloth- Boeing 15-5G/AMS3819 approved- 18”x36” folded/individually polybag- 20x16 thread count- Non hazardous tack cloth in the aircraft industry- Per Boeing 15-5G/ AMS3819-Absorbs 24X its own weight. Holds up to most harsh solvents with no breaking down of fibers. 10”x14” Roll.

P/N 09-04573......................... $13.50

**PUREWIPE® BLEACHED WIPING CLOTH**
Virtually identical to Rymplecloth®, this aerospace wiper is bleached white. This whiter cloth is preferred by some end-users for critical cleaning and polishing processes. Ideal for general use whenever a wiping or polishing cloth is needed.

10”x14” Roll.................. P/N 09-04594........... $11.95
10”x16” Roll .................. P/N 09-04593........... $12.95

**PUREWIPE® WHITE WIPERS**
100% cotton knit/wwoven wiper: available in B rating or USA grade quality. Ideal for various wiping non abrasive. Cleaning and polishing.

Class B Wipers............. P/N 09-04597........... $78.75
Made In USA Wipers .......... P/N 09-04596........... $99.75

**BOEING APPROVED CHEESECLOTH 4-PLY**
Cheesecloth- 100% woven cotton 4-ply- 128 pre-cut pieces per roll- 24” cut pieces- Per Boeing 15-5G/AMS3819- Ideal for all critical wiping non abrasive. Cleaning and polishing aircraft windows; painting preparation; composites; metal bonding. Holds up to most harsh solvents with no breaking down of fibers. Certified silicone free. Cotton absorbs 24X its own weight. Very low lint. Wiping down all smoother surfaces

P/N 09-04598....................... $39.95

**INSHIELD WIPER**
inShield Wiper is the revolutionary cleaning device designed to fit on the BACK of your hand. The patented design of inShield Wiper absorbs the pressure of your knuckles allowing you to use the natural bend of your wrist and hand to quickly and easily clean the inside of your windshield.

Single............................. P/N 09-04585........... $9.95
3 Pack............................. P/N 09-04586........... $27.95

**ICLOTH® AVIONICS WIPES**
Specifically engineered for flight deck displays, IFE screens, touchsreen tablets and handheld devices as well as all types of eyewear. Its proprietary cleaning solution easily removes lint, dirt, electrostatic dust, fingerprints etc., and cleans safely and without abrasiveness. The anti-static properties help prevent build-up of lint and dust. ICloth® Avionics WIPES NOT contain damaging NPEs, ethyl alcohol, silicone or ammonia. The liquid formula meets or exceeds required OEM cleaning specs for optical surfaces made by Honeywell Aerospace, Thales Avionics, Rockwell Collins, B F Goodrich Aerospace, and others, and is currently being used on aircraft manufactured by Airbus, Boeing, Embraer and Bombardier.

Pack of 10.................. P/N 09-04590-10........... $3.35
Pack of 100................... P/N 09-04590........... $33.50

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

www.aircraftspruce.com